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Sec tion [
__ -_ °- ......... ___
I. Introduction
The theoret-cal backgr._-__dur.derl__r..gth_s st-udy has been given Jr:
" Part !7 of this report. ;n the analy._is of the -_* _-"_ . _..,r_, d_I.rdb,atlon of the
af't-bulkhead-_c._:.ecti:.n _ -"
..--r,_ng.bh_ sz_s_3.!ed inf"-_-_encec.'.:efi_.JSentapprca.:h
%
_.°
was used (see SecZion =3,Part ....,i "..
-'h_ c:eff'icien_s -_._rep-._'tia!iyobtalnud :_-_-,_exp-_-i_enta.-"eata eL
" . . j
a Moire test performed witch a twc--d_mensional I:i ._calemc-de_:_ Althc:agh _.tie.
values of the coeffi_ientscou!d have been obtained by a n;.a_ericai_approach_Z
: the ;expez_m_ntal.meth_odwas selec_d. TP_s approach _ez_;ed a _Swofoid purpose, _
Be_dea. baing _usedto determine- th_ influence, coeI_i¢lents, the two_dLmenaion-_..
• >.;
_zalog-_dei.was used also_ as a phbt_elastic model t0 find s_ress con._e_,di.at_.-d,n-"
fa_+,or8 ..... - -- "
-in this chaPter We-will describe .+.-hepr@eess f_.ilowed:in--the aesign
=
_d _st of the _:i _---_imen_ion-a! __alog model:.' :
u
• o. <*
-i
2_" Sim_tude Law_
" As--descrybed _i Section 3 of PaZ-_-_/-¢-fithi__-r-e-p6r-t_ the stradt_r-e.
under maalyais was div/ded into five p_eces-_r pe.:-ts,'-_"...... :"?!gare ±o rhe M o_re
modei iucludes P__ieces.No..l, No. 2, and No_ 3,
_" To design:the model the similitude of the differentis/ ea_a__._,_-';-;-that " "
governs "l_.zebending of a cylindrical shell and the equaticn corz"espond'ingLo
the bendlng of-a beam on elastic foundations was u%_ilized I_I].
The equation.corr_sponding to.the bendlng.of a t_in cylLudric-al shell .
. & .z
of .variable thickness in the x,w coordinate system, Figure 2, is
i°
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d [_d2w]Eh
Eh 3
where D _ 2. , E is the modulus of elasticity, v Poisson's ratio, h the
12 _1.-_Jj
shell thickness, and a the shell radius.
We can express Lhe shell thickness in the following manner:
h -: h f(x) (2)O '
Nlere h is a reference thickness and f(x) a-function of x giving theO
dimensionless va2U;.e of the thickness.
: Equation " )1. can be _,rritten
%
: : Z
9
_d2 i Eh" _ g2[- Ehf(x)
o f(x) _t'J + o (3)2 .W: = 0"":: _" :-].2(1:.,7i a -
2,
which can be tr_xsformed into
L
i
: ,,
a _-:..O
The corresponding equation for a beam "withvariable moment, of iner{ia and
v_iable foundation mc.dulus is
a x) d2 -
O
where k(x) is the vaxiable foundation modulus and b the beam -width°
From Equations (4) and (5) the following similitude condition is
obtained:
Eb h f(x) (1-'2)
k(x) _--_ o -_ (6)i|l r) C "-*
&,,,,
a
J
_: '7 ,2
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If we know f(x) we can compute k(x) utilizing Equation (6).
The above conditions of si_dlitude are valid if the scale of length ac_
the materials of the model and phototype are equal.
In the problem under consideration the eqt,ality of the length scales
can be preserved withoat difficulty.
2
The effect of tne change of material can easily be -takeninto a_counto
Let us assume that we have two elastically supported beams, one with the same
material as the prototype and the other with a differentmaterial that we call
model material. The defle::tionsof both be_.nmare given by
M
pP
/
and
M
f m= x dx : (8'i
where the subscripts p and m indicate the prototype and the model, respec=
tively, I the moment Of inertia of the beam, and M the bending moment_
From (7) and (8)
w M E I
= pmm (9)
w M E !
m m p p
:-Ip_Now if Mp =M m and Im we obtain
E
m (lo)
:Nr
P ,,
Using the above law the deflections measured in the model can be translated
to the beam having the same material as the protot_e. These deflectiohs
wlll also be the deflections in the shell.
,, c
-4-
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3. Model Desi_
To provide an elastic foundation _or the two-dimensional model,
cantilever beams o_ yellow brass wire were used. Figure 3 shows the system
used to simulate the elastic foundation. The wires were spaced 1/_ inch
apart. In the fixed end they were close-fitted into holes drilled in aluminum
bars. To provide a free end condition at the point of corLnection with the beam,
steel rings with a longztudinal slot were cementea to the side of the model,
Figure 4.
Figure 5 sho_s a _enerai sketch of the Y-ring with an indication of the
regions into which the elastic foundation was divided° Three different regions
were considered according to the changes of thickness° Regions ! and 2 have
constant thickness_ therefore the cantilever beams used to simulate the elastic
foundation have constant length. Since in Region 2 the thickness is variable9
the length of the beams was adjusted to this change. Figure 6 shows the
elastic foundation with _e corresponding three regions°
To define the end conditions of the model, the following cons_der_
ations were applied.
The length of Piece No. l, corresponding to the cylinder wall of
constant thickness, was computed so that the edge perturbations originating
at its end would not influence the Y-ring.
At the other end, the skirt was connected to a corrugated inter-tank
by means of clamps bolted to both the skirt and to the corrugated inter-tanko
The clamps _re replaced by _ equivalent beam with a variable moment of
inertls corresponding to the change of moment of inertia of the clamp° The
bolted union between the skirt and the clamp was simulated by two connecting
screws, Figure 7o
-5-
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Since the moment of inertia of the transversal section of the inter
tank is several times larger than the moment of inertia of the sktrt_ !_,
was assumed that the connection between the clamp and the inter-_ank corre-o
sponds to a fixed end. Figure 8 shows a top view of the model.
4. Tests Performed in the Model
In Part iI ol this report it is shown (page I[_and following) that
the actual tank has been substituted by a shell configuration consisting of
two principal systems, e_ch of which is additionally subdivided into several
shell components of classical shape.
From the analytical point of view, there is no need ¢.ointroduce t;o
principal systems, since the whole computation could have been handled in one
single system. Howeverj preference was given to a representation of the tank
by two principal systems, since System I could be treabed twice_ analytically
and experimentally° As we_can see from Figure 9, since System I consists of
circular cylindrical shells only, it was thus possible to study experfmen_
tally a two-dimensional medel of System II. Consequently_ comparison between
the analytical and the experimental approaches could be made. The comparison
is very important since the mathematical model used for the theoretical compu-
tation is somewhat simplified, whereas the shape of the two-dimensionalmodel
does not take into consideration the effects that the fillet radius of the
different transitions present in the model. The fillets produce secondary
effects which are not taken into consideration by the common shell theory,
However, these effects are accounted for by the two-dimensional analog model.
-6-
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!
As shown in Figure 9, System I is composed of the follc_:ing elements:
&
Piece No. I. Semi-infinite circular cylinder with constant
wall thick_.ess.
i Piece No. 2. Finite circular cylinder with va_ _able wall
thickuess (part of the Y-ring) o
Piece No. 3. Finite circular cylinder with constant wall
thickness with conn_,_.ctingclamp (skirt)_
i Four different tests were performed. The model was sectioned
according to the scheme shown in Figure 9. Displacements and rotations of
I the ends of the pieces were determined.component
The model was tested as a whole to determine the rotation and the
I displacements of section M,M, Figure 9.
m
J 5. S_stem of Load Applicati_
One of the problems that the test on plastic model presents is the
I creep phenomena of the material. Due to creep of the material the effective
I modulus of elasticity change_ vith the time, and, there_cr_, if a constant
external load is applied, deformations keep on increasin_ _lth the time o
I This makes it very difficult _o interpret deflection m_=_rementso
Through the use of the so..called technique :f _e spring-balance this
I difficulty can be overcome.
I In this techniq,e displacements are imposed on the model through a load_
ing element made out of the same material as the model° The spring-balance
may be designed with an arbitrary shape. In the present case spring®balances
with the shape of circular rings were utilized. One cf such balances is shown
I in Figure I0. It consists of a plexiglass ring, two aluminum pieces with a
gap. One end of the balance is applied to the point of loading by pieces of
a steel ball. The other end is connected to a block scre_ed on the same tablA
-7-
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that supports the model. At the block end an Allen-type screw provides the
means for applying a displacement. The theory of the spring-balance can be
expla ned as follows.
Let us assume in Figure ll that we apply to the system model spr_ng-
balance a displacement A. (In this case the model is shown to be a cantilever
beam, but the derivationis general.)
We can write
A = A s + Am (i!)
where As is the displacement of the balance and Am is the displacement
of the model.
The values of As and Am can be expressed by the following equations_
assuming that the material is linearly viscoelastic z
P(t)
:K (12)
m m_'_j
and _
A = K P(t) (13)
s s_'_
where Kin.and Ks are constants of proportionality that depend on the geometnie_
of the sprin[<-balanceand the model, P(t) and E(t) are the load and the modulus
of elasticity, both functions of the time.-
Replacing in (ll), we obtain
K P(t_ + K P(
-_m _ s t) ,.!_IL)(t)
From Equation (I_L)
P(t) A
--_s m (15)
-8-
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This means that the relationship between the load and the modulus cf
elasticity is constant and independent of the time.
In order to compute the constant Ks corresponding to the balance, the
spring-balaance is applied to a cantilever beam and loaded with a dead weight,
Figure 12.
L a
q
The deflection of the beam is given by
I ._ (15)
where 6 is the deflection of the cantilever beam, P the load, _ the beam sp_,
E the elasticity modulus, and I the moment of inertia of the beam section.
From Equation (13)
K _
_ E(t) : _ P(t) - (i7)S
L
n_pZacing_in(16)
i _3as
i
Zs= 3 _ (18)
E_ation (18) givesthe value of K .S
In our measurements we need to know the effective values of the
iapplied loads. The procedure for obtaining the load is the following.
From(12)and(13)
A K A
. Z-- .'.Km Ks (19)
S S S
From Equation (15) the ratio P(t)/E(t) is const_t, consequently,
_, if we give to E the valu_ corresponding to a reference time to,
Z(to)_
P(to) Ks m- = + Z (20)
-9-
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The modulus for the reference bime t is determined by measurlng the
O
A corresponding to a given P.s
A pair of spring-balanceswas utilized to apply a given moment by
means of the device shown in Figure 13.
To calibrate the balances, the beam deflections were measured by means
of a dial indicator with the smallest division equal to 5 x i0-4 inches.
The deformations of the spring-balancewere measured with a filar microscope
with 5 x 10-4 inch sensitivity. Calibration constants were computed as an.
average of ten readings. Four balances were calibrated with two of them
making pairs of approximately the same constants. The approximate relation
between the loa_'Jcapacity of the pairs is one to ten.
6. Testin_ Procedure. Check on the Constants of
the Elastic Foundation. Experimental Results
The lprocedure applied to measure the required values from the model
consisted of the following steps.
An initial load was applied by means of the spring-balance. A filar
microscope was used to find the displacement corresponding to the balance.
Fringe position was determined by means of a ruler divided into i/I00 of an
inch. Figure 14 illustrates the procedure used to measure fringe position.
A final load was applied, and the deflections of the beam were determined as
a difference between the initial and final patterns. For each pattern, loads
in opposite directions were applied. With this technique, nonlinear effects,
coming from the change of the geometrical shape of the model with the load,
were eliminated. Obtained values were consistent and showed a good reproduc-
tivity.
Figure 15 shows one of the Moir_ patterns.
-i0-
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To show the feasibility of the two-dimensional analog model and to
check the constants providing the similitude between the model and prototype,
Piece No. i was used. In the model sectioned in parts, Piece No. i is a
finite beam or elastic foundation whose solution is kno_m theoretically.
In Figure 16 the theoretical and experimental results are plotted together
showing good agreement.
Once it was established that the behavior of the model was satis-
factory, measurements leading _o the determination of the constants corre-
sponding to System No. i were carried out. Concentrated forces and couples
were applied to the ends of Pieces No. 2 and No. 3, Figure 9.
Results are PlOtted in Figures 17 to 22.
By twice differentiating the displacement curves, the moment distribu-
tion corresponding to the unit load and couples was obtained. In Figures 23
to 28 the corresponding results are plotted. In order to verify the results
obtained from the model, Piece No. 2 was analyzed as a cylindrical shell
with linearly varying thickness. (See A2, Part II, of this report.)
In Figures 23 to 26 the corresponding results are plotted together with the
experimental values.
If we call w_, QI' w2' _' the displacements and the rotations of the
sections to the left and to the right, respectively, due to the four forces
QI' _' Q2' M2' we can write the following relationship between the eight
quantities:
Wl = _Ii QI + _12 Ml + _13 Q2 + _14 M2
QI = _21 QI + _22 MI + _23 Q2 + _24 M2 (21)
w2 = _31 QI + _32 MI + _33 Q2 _34 M2
Q2 + _41 QI + _42 MI + _43 Q2 _44 M2
-Il-
L.
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The experimental values of the influence matrix are given by:
O.711/-3 O. 777/-4 O, 303/-3 -0.6C_I-4
N* = 0.777/-4 0,132/-4 0.450/-4 -0.5C?/-5
-O.303/-3 -O.450/-4 -O.567/-3 O.501/-4
_0.600/-4 0.567/-5 0.501/-4 -0.732/-5
The corresponding theoretical values are:
"0.85068/-3 0.78294/-4 0o31251/-3 -0.62193/-_
O.78237/-4 0.13194/-4 O.43515/-4 -0.56916/-5
=
-0.31218/-3 -0.43539/-4 -0.49161/-3 O.48756/-h
0.62166/-4 0.56964/-5 0.48759/-4 -0.73017/-5
Although the actual experimental coefficients of the symmetrical
components of the matrix differed slightly from each other, the theoretical
equality was applied by taking averages.
Agreement between the experimental values and the theoretical values
is good and indicates that as far as the deformations are concerned, Piece
No. 2 can be considered as a linearly variable thickness cylinder.
The influence coefficients, due to edge unit shear force 8, and the
unit moment M, corresponding to Piece No. 3, were experimentally obtained.
W $ = 0.384 x 10 -3
= 0.408x lO-3
and
=eQ --0.870xio
The last relationship is a consequence of the Betti' s work theorem. Although
the actual experimental values of _ and 8Q differed slightly from each other,
-12-
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the theoretical equality was applied. To this end the experimental values
= 0.855 x 10-3 and 0Q = 0.885 x 10-4 were averaged.
To check the values corresponding to System I as a whole, a load
normal to the axes of the beam was applied. The measured values were
W_ = -0.113 x 10-3
: o.o5o4x lO-4
and computed values were
W_ = -O.115 x 10-3
e_ : 0.04948 x i0 -4
7. Stress Concentration Factors
In the preceding sections we,have analyzed the results of the deter- _
ruination of displacements and moment distributions from a two-dimensional
analog model, applying the Moire fringes technique.
A model with the same geometry as the one used for the Moire deter-
ruination was used as a photoelastic model for the determination of stress
concentration factors at the points of transition of the Y-ring.
In the point of transition of section of different thickness, at the
discontinuities introduced by shape changes, the basic assumption of the shell
theory breaks down. This phenomenon is similar to the one observed in beam
theory. In the regions of transition or in the proximity of concentrated Ic _d
and on a length of the order of the section depth, the stress distribution
departs from the one assumed in the Bernouilli-Euler theory. Photoelasticity
has been used to study the stress distribution in beam discontinuities.
In our problem we can take advantage of the similitude of the bending
equation of the cylinder and a beam on elastic foundation.
-13-
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According to this similitude, bending stresses should be the sane in
both cases. The difference in the stress distribution will be that, while in
the cylinde, the elastic foundation is provided by hoop-rings where _pring
force is transmitted by shear, in the beam the spring force is app].ied at the
outer edge. These stresses are zero at the free edges, and therefore the
stresses will be the s_me in the cylinder and in the shell.
Although it is interesting to know the stress distribution in detail,
from the practical point of view it is only necessary to know the maximum
stresses and their location. The concept of stress concentration factoi-s can
be used advantageously in our problem. We can compare the experimentally
determined stresses at a given location with the stresses computed according
to the ordinary theory of bending, and we can determine the stress concentra-
tion factor.
In order to study the stress distribution in the joint of the knuckle,
skirt and cylinder, a photoelastic model was constructed. The photoelastic
model was built with the same shape as the plexiglass model used to measure
the displacements. The only change was that the model materials Homalite CR 39,
was employed with an elasticity modulus of 20°5 x 105 psi. Fringe constant
Ib
for the material measured in bending 79 .In. order"
Since the elasticity modulus oi"the homalite is nearly one-half the
modulus of plexiglass, to maintain similitude it would have been necessary to
build a new elastic foundation device with smaller constant of proportionality.
In the case that the same device is used, this means that in the corresponding
bending differential equation
dhw 8h w = 0 (22)
Q,
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the constant _ is changed. This change corresponds to a change in theo
geometrical dimensions of the prototype. Inasmuch as we are interested in a
local effect, the stress concentration factor, rather than the stress distri-
bution itself, it is not very likely that this effect is influenced by the
value of _ to a very large extent.
O
In order to investigate the maximum stress point in the groove between
the knuckle and the skirt, several types of loadings were applied°
To explain the meaning of the process followed in the determination,
let us first consider Figure 29.. In this figure the bending diagram correspond-
ing to the ordinary theory of bending and the bending diagram at the section
corresponding to the maximum stress at the point have been plotted. The
lineal stress distribution is replaced by _ curved plot, and the position of
the neutral axis is lowered. As a result of these two facts, the stress at
one edge is larger than the stress corresponding to the lineal distribution,
while the.stress at the other edge is smaller° The stress distribution
depends on the geometry of the section and on the type of loading. We are
interested in the bending effect, and we have two possibilities, bending
with and without shear force.
Several phctoelastic patterns have been recorded starting with pure
bending and increasing the influence of the shear force° Figures 30 to 31
contain the photoelastic patterns° The following table contains the results
corresponding to these patterns.
-15-
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!P
Fig. NO. M P _b n %h _ C
l ,i l i,,
lb. in lb. lb. sq.in, lb_ sq, in.
ii
2 29.70 0 1260 4.5 lh20 0 1,13
3 44 9.9 2360 8.6 2720 0°225 1.15
I
4 33.3 12.5 1800 6.5 2060 0.379 1.145
5 22 13.4 1190 4.55 1420 0.61 1.19
Depth of the section where the maximum stress takes place d = 0.665 in.
M Applied moment
P Applied force
% Stress computcd according bending theory
n Maximum fringe order
_Dh Stress computed from photoelastic pattern
C Stress concentration factor
-16-
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J"' The location of the point of maximum stress is always the same, near
the point of tangency between the circular groove and the outer face of the
knuckle, Figure 3h
: The results show an increase ol the stress concentration factor with
the shear force.
Since the stresses in the region where the maximum stress concentra-
i tion factor is observed are low, the effect of the stress concentration is
not significant.
j •
I
-17-
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Section I!
I. Introduction
The combined experimental and theoretical approach that is described
in Parts II and III of thic report required a number of _implifying assumptions
introduced to make the computation feasible. The degree to which these assump-
tions lead to values that can be trusted, is a problem that can be settled
only through an experimental determination of the stress distribution_ An
important questicn arises_ Can.we design a model capable of yielding the
required information? Or is it necessary to perform the tests in the prototype?
The problem originates in the peculiar nature of space-flight structures.
Thicknesses are very small as compared with the radii involvedj and consequently,
a reduction in scale leads to dimensions that are difficult to handle°
2. Geometrical Similitude Laws Governin_ the
'_esignof theModel
The most general similitude condition for elastic structures statically
loaded requires complete geometrical similitude between the model and the
prototype. The condition of strict geometrical similitude can be relaxed in
many cases. One case where the strict similitude can be relaxed is the bend_,
ing problem of plates° However, in the case of the theory of shellsj the
strict geometrical sim_ilitudecannot be relaxed, since the solution of the
problem depends on the ratio of a characteristic length to the thickness_
This can be shown by writing the differential equations governing the.problem
and putting them in dimensionless form. Let us consider Love's first approx_
imation in the case of a general shell space.
We call _l' _2' and _ a system of orthogonal coordinates in the shell
space_(-Figure35) and Ul, u2, and w the corresponding displacements,_ The d[_._
-18-
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placement field consistent with the basic assumption of this theory is
O
uI = uI + _ 61
ou.2 = u,-,L+ 62 (23)
w-- W(_l,_2)
where
1 _w Ul
(2_,)
I _",q u2
62 -
where _1,_2 are the coefficients appearing in the expression giving the square
of an arc element of the shell surface and R1, R2 the principal radius of curva-
ture at the considered point.
The strain-displacementrelationships are given by
O
¢ii = ¢Ii + _ x1_
0
¢22: _22+_x2 (25)
0 0
_12 : _1 * 72 + _;(61 * 62)
where
o :il_u_u2_)+ W
.o _-z l_u2 uz_214- W
o I_u2 _% 1
I
o I_Ul _21
J
-19-
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i _P2 _I _2
_2-_o,2_ - _ _j _.)
According to Hooke's law,
, E
all l_v2 (ell + v¢22)
E
J22 = _ (¢22 +' _¢11 ) 27)
E
a33 = 'T_ _12
The stress resultants can be obtained bZ integrating the above expressions
across the plate thickness h, and the following results are obtained:
Nll 1__2 (ell + _¢ 2)
Eh o o
N22 =--_ (¢22 + _¢ll)
E h(,lI +N12 _ N21 -- _ _)
MII = D(xi + vx2)
M22 = D(x2 + _xI)
Eh3
-20-
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,i
Eli"
where D = j and = 6 , 6212(i-) X12 1 "
The _quilibrium equations are
(<'211n)"--_2 +N12_ -N22_ +5_<2x:0
B B ._ , Be2 Bei
(°<2Yl>•_ K%Y2J-%<_2 +R2l
where X, Y, Z are the loads applied in the direction of the coordinate axis and
"i--th/_"_<7d9
(3o)
Ph/2
Replacing the stress resultant in the e_iiibrium equations, we obtain
o ,oo,1•tYlV2) P_2
Eh _2
- __i + _I_2x = 0
ii o o + B Eh (¢22 _II _ ('VI+Y2)(Yl+Y2_ 3.-,? + +
a_<l
_ Eh o o + _i_2Y = 0I__2 (¢ii + _¢22) _2
-21-
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©(o o_ (e2Vl) +_2_ (ele2) " elG2 Eh ¢11 R1+ vs22 . ¢22 _27 _1 * _1_2 Z = O
_( Eh3 ) Eh 3 _1%q[_2D(5. ˜B'r_2_ra _ x12 +2(1+_)×_2
_2
- D(×2+_5.)_ - %_2q=o
For the above system of equations, we have the following boundary conditions:
i) Either we have N specified or U specified
nn n
2) Either we have N specified or U specified
ns s
_M
3) Either we have V = Qn £ ns.. n _ specified or w specified
S
aw
specified or specifiedh) Either we have Mnn _--
n
where n and s refer to the normal and the tangential directions, respectively.
The boundary conditions are of simple form and may be left out of
special consideration in the analysis of similitude conditions. We can write
the equilibrium equations in dimensionless form
O O l , O+ O____[_2 o o + _ % (_i+Y2_ Wl _2
i _2 XL
l-v2 _
-22-
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0 0 a. ( O+ O,
a%
1 o o ) _ • _1_2 YL- _ (¢ii+'_¢22 _ = 0
I--V o_2
(o o o;o11 0
[ [% ] --_... 1 ('X. l+VX2 j + _ 1 a"Sl<'___<_-_ _;- _-_-<_+-____
2
aQ,2 VlT.Ez_°+,,_l--_,.-%%---=o
12(1-92) c)_2 Eh3
as
_1 2(l+v) X_-2 + 12(1_v2)
_el V2L2
12 (l-v 2) _I_: Eh 3 "
where
gl _ %
and L a characteristic length.
We have the following dimensionless products
XL YL ZL VIL2 V2 L2
_'_'_'7'7"
In order to insure similitude we must keep the numerical values of the
above dimensionless products. This can onl ° be achieved if the model is
strictly similar to the prototype
-23-
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A 1/6 scale factor was selected as a co-npromise between a manageable
model size, which could be handled without a too large and expenslve #etup.
and a size large enough to reproduce the basic features of the prototype.
The details of the model are shown in Figures 36 to 41
To facilitate the manufacture of the model, some changes were made,
_nich do not have influence in the stress distribution. The long_tudina!
stiffeners in the cylindrical part of the model were redesigned so thac the
ratio of the bending rigidity to the transversal rigidity was preserved.
The inter-tank was replaced by a uniform thickness cylinder of the equivalent
bending rigidity. This cylinder-was long enough to reproduce the ef1"ect of
the inter-tank on the prototype.
Special joining clamps _mre designed to fulfill the role of the clamps
that were used in the prototype to connect the skirt and the inter-tank.
3. Scale Factors of the Loads to Be Applied to the Model
According to the loading scheme shown in Figure 42, we have both
internal and liquid pressure. According to DWG 06-A-2-503 at station 912
Acceleration Head 29.5 psi
Max Total Pressure 54o8 psi,.
A = 25.3 psi
At station 772
Acceleration Head 37.4 psi
Max Total Pressure 62.7 psi
A = 25.3 psi
We can compute the density corresponding to the liquid from the
above data
Ap 62.7 - 54.8 ibs
-- 14o : o.o56JV
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where hp is the aifference of pressures between the two above-mentioned
stations and Ax their mutu&l distance.
The pressure can be then expressed
p( ,_x) _ Po o'
In what follows, upper case letters refer to prototype dimensions, l:wer case
letters to the model dimensions. Unstarred quantities refer to the prototye,
starred to the model loading.
The condltions of similitude impos_ the relation
.,'-
p(x;, -: p (x_ (36)
This means that
o = p (37)
*0 0
and
" (38".1
y ---v
Now if we consider the axial load which is uniformly distributed
in the periphery of the cylinder
T1
where XI is the scale of lengths,
Since we did not have at our disposal coloidal mudd to satisfy
condition (38)_ a pressure equal to the average pressure in the stations 912
and 772 was applied. In the case of rebound this gives
p = 58.7 psi (40)
The ratio of the internal load to the axial load in the prototype
is then
22lh= _.8 (hi)
-25-
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For the model the abo_/e ratio must be reauced by i.he faut _.r\;
-'- j_,8 ~ ,,
at : --_- = 2.39 ._
Since the load was applied in steps, the above ratzo _a_ kept co_l_t_.'_
to fulfill the similituae condition.
h. Preli_Anary Tests
The cylindrical part of the tank is not perfec%ly round, The presence
of this out-of-roundness modifies the assumption of radial symmetry that has
been utilized in the theoretical analysis. The lack of symmetry is responslble
for the introduction of large bending moments, as it has been observed by
Durelli, Dally and Morse [2].
The presence of the out-of-roundness was a perturbatis_g factor in this
case, since we were looking for a confirmation for the theoretical &nalysis
Consequently, preliminary tests were conducted to find a representative sectzon
o
Measurements of the variation of the diameter were taken at a 21 1/2"
interval around the circumference with no load applied, The basic setup for the
test is shown in Figure 43. Three vertical positions were investigated_
On.the basis of these data listed in Table II, two meridians were chosen _.,:
sections of the tank periphery which most nearly conformed to a circ,lar arc
over a reasonable angle and were remote from any weld seam.
The following table gives the out-of-roundness data:
-26-
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., :" '. :'.LN]::F {EST 14_-A
...... -:. -. -<(-w- "-'._.......... _N.-&_-b_i_io_--
I
I::": _.... -0,,=_> _0,0125 *0,0062
!
' i -" " '_ 215. _ ,-" .,,-': _2__ .'-'('__• 9 *0 o0169
3. ; ' -..:" "-- - ;k'70 -0.021_, *0,0127
.- -, - .: ..:,;_ _r; ,Ju,_> _0 00¢5 -0,0019
0 7 0 " " . "_,
-, ;,_ "--,";5 - C' uO_2 - .,J,_00i5 -0o 0043
_-,- ,- _,_--- :: .-,:.5oi-o OlO5_o.oo37
. : _' _ - " ._,2>j J23; -0,0030
I
-" 'I-- 2""c= "0."_ "..... :.... o_&o -0_0195 _0.0049
2
I
7: :, [. '-" ,£_Jt........ _-u> 0i_5 0031
_. _, 27-.9 _9o0!60 _0,,0195 -0.0069
I
_ , .- ,,.2-" _9,27_ .0,0,_-,5-0,059{-0°0092
- _ _::, 1!-_285_ .,o :'"_
........... •-,4am .-0-,0225 +0. 0019
.. \, . .5% " _:;-:79,I"-'27'g5 _0,0215 +0,099_ -0,0132I
I ---- i ....... , ...."- . o9 -ooo135_'2:{,, ,:,._z_: 5] -.,-_ -Js_ .-J,-L . _ . .
i/ - _ _ ! :',_,-..,.:.j.? 25"92  O.0155 -0o 0015 +0o 0054
[............. :$e _}_"P-ei._ :__£g ......... _1 All Measurements
........... -:-:---_r: "Ci---=_-_'_ -
a_=_ ,.__,, _ the geometric imperfections:_-je _L_ sh_w:, a.: exagger "'_' '-' '"
,,f the L.-:L':K:.L:.:_eV.OLZJty of the 7°zing, !he curves are incomplete due
_ the presenze f the pressurizing valves which obstruct the measuring
ae,_ Lge,
--2T-
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5. Structural Testin___ the Model Tank
The objectives cf the test were
(a) To determlne outside and inside strains in tne selec_._edsec:,_,:n-_
(b) Outs!ae d_p!acemects using dif/erentlai tran_formersj
(c) Outside _eforTaations in the vicinity of welds,
(d) Observation of the behavior of the previously detect,ed imperfec-
tions.
With the obtained information it would be possible
(a) _o obtain information in the representative sections tc c,_mpare
with the theczetical analysis.
(o) To aetermine aefiecT,ions and to correlate ,a) and (b)
to find out the possible influence of second order ef_s
(c) In the vicinity of weld-seams to find the influence introduce_
by the presence of the seam in the state of stresses.
(d) To determine the influence of out-of-roundness on maximum m_resses_
and to correlate the maximum deviations from _he theoretical shape.
Of the above program only parts (a) and (b) were carriea out. Lack
of funds interrupted the tests in the two initial stages
The following steps were followed to fulfill the above-mentioned
objectives.
I. The specific points to be investigated were p,_ecisely io_a._d
2. The type of strain gage most suitable for this test was se!e:,_,ed,
3. Techniques for applying and protecting the str'a[n gages were stu,izeo,
_. A method for providing Lnternal pressure _d axial load was de_r[sec,
6. Selection_ of the Strai n Ga._ge.
Electrical strain gages were chosen for use in this stres_ analysis
problem, since a display of the entire strain field was unnecessary, the prin°
cipal stress direction was known, and a high degree of sensitivity was required
-28-
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.... .r ._ ._ _, ,r .: ::,_ ,::J .,:e:r_ ":cry aavar.tageous. The variables
-, ....... _q -_- .,_-_._e .ype . r _h_ test were the filament
;-.-,t.,:: _.,:. :,.. "e..- .,,:r:r r'._at:e:a., t_e gr:: -_<a Lead wire configurations_ the
,: - ..:.:_ r_ "--:, _ : r-- _ = ._- ' .-- e tea-me!_ SR-.h epoxy-backed
: ..,,: ,:_. .,, .e .. ; -_.. -:," ac,.f 7., :ase ;engths were obtained since
I . ..... ' "-' -_,_ = s-_.... .... _ ...... ,,<- :,:.one- direction because of
• q_- h _!',_, -" , _: k,'_ #. n_ .ha _-&--_ - - .... ,_
.................. _ " -- _ = [ " the gage_ were:
:= .= ..... " . - - ' _ '-) -, ohra
2
"_ ._' G ,=" ...... _ ..... /L 0.......................... _;_:hes :oh F
i - ; _'f .e. _" :: _2_ _.._ D.0525 inches
_:&': :a ." : 2 _, a::.:: 2 07
I
_e':.,:-.:,_,..:.:._.._". __ :.:t; a.._.. ,Jage : csatlt:.
: _ ,_,:,_e._t:ea".,-:_-e:-tugaLepoZnts a_ l/_ inch intervals along a
'e:'_.._. mer..a_.a.aa_rcss _ne -r-rigsectlc:._ However, by consideration of
,_ue -_,.e _ ",no =t._az:: gage :nstaLla:/on, it was concluded that this was not
i fe_,tr,..e _he :'_,_....e .-.. _r.':e:_"aL oe_een gages oerr_tttlng space for application
:e..::-._,.-- ,.,._s: ,,-:=" _e 2 .:t_n..#.s a s'.,"_,,_±on_two meridian sections were
.-_.,.__a .,_.,h -.no s" . ga_es ap.p-:.ea apor _ " -+ "-, .- . .x..ma_e±y every 1/2 inch with a rela-
t :...e 'e_ t.__-,, e-._p_a_emenb ?ez"_ee;' t,ne :w.. set, s cf installations of about I/h
_ :.n ,,:as -. g. e a rn,,re_._p:e'e -zuaLy._±-c_°_he stress distribution,
, "zg_e %.. _hc,_'.""he ....mec.o:._.:.s'/t!:-_. z:_ng secbz_n and the spacing of the
=,t__._ _a._es, '4:_..Le*,.he'_ ".... .. "__ _,. :. __n6 tac _ _. _= the ordinate of each strain
gage "-staL.-_t.:- as :_eas_rea from the _c_zerplate fl_,ngeo
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Ft[h_LLJ_L _L:.,RD[NArESOF ZHE STRAIN GAGES
AS :-HOWN!N FIGURE h5
---
Distance- X- inches
be,_t=on Section "B"
_irmm_a
._ i._._3 II.12
2 1±.73 11o78
3 i2,55 12o37
"4 13,08 12o98
5 14 15 i3,38
5 !4,61 !ho48
7 i5oii 15oOl
8 15o68 15o51
16o36 16.Ol
io 16o83 16o53
{ "_'_ 17,43 17o03 :
{_ 12 18.48 17.48
: 13 19.06 _.- 18.65
i_ 19o50 19.11
i ±5 20°08 _.o58 _
:_ z_ 2o°54 2o.28
!7 20°97 20°93
18 21,56 -, _ 21.38
8. _tion and Protection of the Strain
!;i By consideration of compatibility with the strain gage, stability
[_ required, temperature range, and curing procedure, Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton's
i EPY-150 Was selected as the bonding cement. This was a room temperature
curing epoxy reqairing little bonding pressure and having excellen_
" dielectric propertieso It was reco_nended for static measurements to iSO°F.L
" --30-
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All paint and grease were removed from the surface in the vicinity of
the strain gage installations. No. 180 grit emery paper was used to smooth
the surface where necessary, and just prior to gage application the entire
region was meticulously cle_ued with acetone. A liberal amount of epoxy was
spread over the points to be studied, and care was taken to avoid forming air
pockets in the cement. The gages were then positioned and all exces_ cement
was pressed out. A small teflon sheet was placed over the area and pressure
was appl._edby taping a foam rubber pad to the setup. The cement was all_owed
to cure at room temperature for several hours before removal of the pres-
sure pads.
The resistance of each strain gage was checked at this point as a
possible indication of damage. Also, ground resistance was measured for each,
with 50 megohms being the minimum acceptable value.
_j
A cluster of four strain_gages wa_eeded to completely determine the
L-J
state of stress at each.point. The smaller gage was mounted in the meridional
_' direction with the larger perpendicular to it, each accompanied by a tempera-
.._
_ture compensating ,,dummy',gage as was shown in Figure_45. The ,,dumm_y,,gages
were located very close to their respective "active" gages. They were sandwiched
betwee_ two strips of mylar tape with a small amount of grease to insure freedom
of movement.
The interior strain gage installations were completed before any attempt
was made to place the gages oh the outer surface. A "stud-finder" was employed
to position the gages back-to-back. This device has a magnetic poinSer which
reacts to the presence of ferrous material._ The procedure used for locating
the exterior gages was as follows: A small point magnet was placed over _an
interior "active"strain gage. The ',stud-finder,,_was then swept over the general
-31-
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area on the outside of the tank, and the position was marked when the pointer
located the magnet.
Petrosene micro-crystalline wax _as us_! as the protective coating
for the gages since they were not susceptible to mechanical damage, only to
moisture. The ar_ _rrounding the gage installations was heated above
lO0°F by means of heat lamps to drive out any absorbed moisture and _,o aid
in obtaining a good bond between the wax and the aluminum surface° The wax
was melted and spread over the entire area so that it covered the gages and
extended up the lead :_ireso 7ne coating was approxilnately 1/8 inch thick.
Protection of the exterior strain gages was e££eeted in the ssme m_.ner as
those inside.
9; Measurement'of D_splacemmnts _ , .......
In order to deten_ne displacements, the deflections of ,,the tank were-- .... _:_"_-:5
measured by linear variable differential transformers. :-a:jj_
Schaevitz linear dif.+.aren_ialtransformers were utiiized. The approx- _:_:_L
i0.3 _ ,.-_imate sensitivity of the-transfoniers is in. per mg.: The excitation to _..:.(
the lineal transformers was provided by the Schaevitz D MP S 3 Demodulator.
Y
lO. Method of Laading _......_
For the purpose of producing the state of loading existing in the : __:'
pretotype, a loading frame was designed. In Figure 46 we can _ee a picture --.
of.the loading frame._
The-loading fr_e consists of two rigid frames made out of I beams _ -y.-_?
cenn_ectedin the corners by four columns ar,d reinforced with a_ditional plates : _;_.
welde_ to the I -beams.
-32- - ,_<
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The az_al load as prc_Ided by elght hydraulic jacks, each of ten ton
capacity, positioneo aoove the _an_ and screwed into the test stand- They
wore spaced equally around the cover plate, and _he line of action of the
force was directed through the middle s_rface of the cylindrical shell. -The
jacks _ere calibrated on a zcrew-driven compression testing machine prior to
installation-and were conne:ted in such a manner so that all transmitted the
2
: same force simultaneously
: The load was distributed by mes_us of two rows of eight inch _urved
q
I-beam segments rest,_ng _.__.........*_e_ bails, each _gmeut _*-*____..oas a slmply2
_upT_:)rted beam. Figiire _7 is a photograph showing the use cf the _,_a_°ed
2
beams. The force of each hydraulic jack was divided into four equal com-
_l_nents by means ef the above d.iversified arrangement. Consequently,
_2 .: ): _32_:equalloads wer_ .applied td _gh_.peri_ery of the. tauM, This-means _that
:_ - -d .uni-formly_-distri_ated load was obt_ned in .the region, of interest. .-. "-
_= _ Besides the a_.a! load an internal pressur e was applied, Two elec-
8
*- :.--.._: " t0riCal pmaps _.-ere iiti'lized. One of the, pumps was cormected to the jacks.
__. - _hrough a system of valves-to insure a uniform distribution of the oil pres-_ "
,)
_ . :'sureto the eight jacks.
_ -_ The tank was £illed with tr_sformer oil as-the pressurizing fluid-
because of its :good dielectric -properties, The Second pump provided the
_r_qui-redinternal pressure. _, _
The cover pl_te of_the tank was fitted _th ten 3/4 inch water tight
_r __- connectors. -In addition , two holes were _'illed and. t_Pped-in the cover to
: ._accOmmodatethe hecessaryvalves' for pressurization o One was provided as an
_" .,. o : air escape valve_during the fining operation. ,.The other, as a regulator, to
., ; _ control:the @ressure when tank capacity had:been reached.
,,,a_
r
_, .._:_._-_:=_ ,'._.,,.,:- . .......... .:., ,... . . . .,. (__,_. _-_-_,___--.__-_._
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Figures h8, _m 49 show details of the straln gage Insta!lation
Figure 50 shows the differential transformer installation.
!I. Measurement and Recordin_ instruments
A 36-channel recording system (Figure 5i) was utilized to record the
strain gage readings. The '_jstem features (1) a fringe baleu'lcing unit that
can be operatedby a servo gun or manual control, (2) a relay unit capable
of switching one bank of thirty_six input signals for another, and (3) a
2-4-channel reccrder ccmplete wi%h automatic sequencer and trace identifier.
The out_at of the differential transformed was recoraed with a Brush
recorder. _
c
12. Preliminary Test _.
:- sPrier to filling the tar_ with the transformer "oil,:'certain points :
were, selected to study 'theJeffect of the oil weight on the def°rmati°n of .,
_the_tank in"the: Y_ring re_ono The strain gages measurTng the tank deflection _ = _
at these _ints were connected to the bridge £or initial-balancing, andthe
oil .was" then l:_uped into the :tanko. When- tank capacity had been reached, _the
Strain gage outputs:w@re recorded. _Howe@er, the weight Of the oil was found
i;o produce a neg_ig'ible effect on _the-Strain gages' read.ings. "
-L ._ _
....... _ _ The group of selected stgafn_gages was removed from the recording
unit, and the: first bank of twenty-four cables was connected to the bridge.
_nitial bal_ncing of these gages was achieved with the transformer oil --:
already in the tank. The _.ternal pressure and the axial load were increased
_o'the specified. Values concurrently. we recall _that the two pressures have _
a_given r_lationship Which is established by design specifications° In all
.j
.'_'34"
\,
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loading processes, thiz ratio _ms kept as con_ta,.:ta_ wa_ fea_io!e. The straln
gages were read in groups of twenty-four. For each group ¢f twenty-four gages,
readings were made at three levels of load. Maxi.m,m_load applied was 36 psi
internal pressure, __ince the theoretical computation yleldec very high __tresses
at certain points of the Y_ring, no attempt was made tc apply the full load
to avoid a possible damage to the model.
lb. The Data
" To obtain _he tr-_e strain from the strain gage readings, it was neces-
I sary to introduce a calibration factor, The calibration "-_-_
•._,.,_o_,. is a flznc-
tion of the strain gage re_istance, the gage factor, and the value of the
-1 : i
calibrating resistor in the bridge balance unit. It: was deter_,ined _y finaing
the change in r;esist_._ce in the active arm of the bridge produced by s-_._tch_.
=ing the calibrating reslstor-:in parallel with the :strain g_e and pu+_ting7
this value into the equation,
¢- . . (h.2:_
- -. , L
_ which is the definition of gage factor. This gives the value Oi the
strain which was caused by the Change in resist&rice, i_.,-due to the c_-Z__
= brating resistor° Diviclng ,this value of the strain by _he number c.funits:
of deflection-produced on the recorder, bhe c_0.2bration factor-is obtained°
=The true Str_n maY now°be f_und from the strain gage readings by _raltiply-.
-L
ing by this calibration constant[
t
The stresses were calculated by the following relation s_
Meridional stresS. " _.- = E _ _¢e) ,_• - 3)" -X _ t¢  -
-. L
_.. E t
Circumferential stress: _ _ (%_ _- _¢_ ) ., _ .; (._1) -
" -.35-t
? - .
'f : ......... . •3- .., ..........
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The r.e_alt_nt values o'2 the 3tresse_ correspona:ng to the applied
loads are listed in Tables 2[: s:saIV The stresses :n the el_pt_a_ head
are given in Table iV. The displacements are given in Table V It can be
seer.from _hese tables that the stresses m_e 2__near functlcns _f the applied
load. The correlation between the prevz,,asly derivea theoretical stresses
and those obtained by experiment is shown in _iffare 52 for the interior
points. Figure 53 contains similar- curves for the exterior° Figure 5_
T
contains the stress distr_oution in the elliptical head.•
-_ o_r___, gage reaa-ngaj for threeFigure ;,) shows the plo_ load ver_as -* -=-
given gages. 2he linear:gy is very good, Figure 56 sho_s the deflections
: of-the Y-ring g.nder ma_;. load. Figure 57 shows the deflections of the
•elliptical head :_ich have been plotted.
;j ", : Z
i5] Conclusions _ _ :
The good corre_ation between the theore'_ical and e_er_ental values
2 '_ • : "" :
indicates that all the assumptions made on the theoretical analysis proved to
be correct Within the ran_-of prgcision of the experimental res_ts_ In the :.
_ O
•region of the _nuckle, the experdment_l re_Its show larger strains in the :
_ter'ior face th_ thc_obt_ned by-comtratal;ion. At the s_me time the
2
-:stresses in_t_ outer face are smaller. This means larger bending stresses
than thos_ obtained by t_he: theoretic._al analysis° However, in the knuckle, ._ :
- L
........the experimental resuIts cannot be:,weighed too heavily, The reason for this _'
is that the region is tGo small, and consequently, it was only possible to _
investigate two points on the outer and _irmer faces.
Anothervery significant.point has been proved also, the possibility
of an accurate analysi s,by means of reduced scale models. At first glance, ..
a one-to-one relationship se_ms ideal, because it is possible to reproduce .
3
36
/
#
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TABLg VI
DEFLECTION i0_'_YNCHES
IO psi 20 psi i 30 psi
X 2J9 ib/in 478 Ib/in ] 717 ib/in
i
9.5 23.3 37.8 51,1
Io.5 23,3 40.0 56,7
ll. 5 15,6 32,2 47.8
12.5 16,7 35,6 50. O
....... J
13.5 7.8 14.4 -.-7
14.5 5o 6 13.--i 14_ 4
15:5 7.8 13.3 15,o
16.5 ' i.* ........... =z._.... I_ -3.3
2:
33.9_ 2.2 6.7 i0.0 : , :.
, _=,. , -- .........
: : 40.0 ' 5o6 13.3 : -- 17.8 : :
t
46,1 6o7 _ 14.4 23o3
:
2: ---g
; 52.2- 8:9 18.9 30,0
64.4 8.9 20.0 31,1 :
_2
70,5 7o8 15.6 23,3 :
'_" 76.6 5.6 14.4 18,,9 :
82.7 ' 3.3 6.7 ,ii.I _:
,7
Outward deflection assumed positive,
'3
., L,
0
--- -4o-_....
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in the mode]• all the characterlstic_ cf the prototype, such as shape_ types cf
connections between the dllferent partsj initial stresses due to welding or"
forming.
Against these _._erycon.enlent featcre_ the reduction in scale intro,-
duces an appreciable economy _n time _nd cost of the _tudyo Besices these
two factors, observations can be more precisely made in a reduced scale model,
and the forces c_c ._ereproduced with higher accur,acy,, Another. factor is
the possibility cf r'epea_.ingthe test and changing snape_ on account of the
experience gained through previous models. 'fhis po__-_b_!_--_..... y i.shighly
restricted if the one-to_-.c_,esca_e• is selectedo C,.,o._e_ue_,_±y,r'-t_e more
reduced the scale, the cheaper and quicker _he analysis, and more models can-
be analyzed° Of course, if we reduce the scale it becomes more difficult to
l
reproduce the details oi the prototype,
t'
In the problem described_in t-his report the selected scale and the
changes introduced in the mode! to Simulate the protot_e proved to b_ suc-
D _ F- 2
5
cessful. The model yielded results tha_, within a satisfactory degree of
accuracy, Confirmed themathematical model selected to represent the actual
str-actureo
; We consider this result extremely valuable in the light of the present
tendency to design larger boosters _h_ theeones used a_ present. A well_ -
organized program on reduced scale models coula lead to ._ubst_ntial savings
in the cost of research _nd _de_e!opment of these st_ac_ureSo
,i
/
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FIGURE 30. STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR M = 29.70
ib/in, P = O.
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p = 13.4.
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Figure 45. Dimensioned Sectional View of Y-Ring
Showing Strain Gage Spacing
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FIGURE 46. LOADING FRAME uSED FOR TESTING THE TANK.
l,l'_;L_l<_,._". }._'D]<AULIC"JACK AND SYSTEM USED TO DISTRIBUTE
'1'1tK LO,_I_',.
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FIGURE 48. STPJ_IN GAGES APPLIED TO THE BULKHEAD.
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FIGURE 50. DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMER INSTALLATION
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FIGURE 51. INSTRUMENTS USED TO REC_)RD THE STRAIN-GAGES
AND THE DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMERS READINGS
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